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DETAILED ACTION

Claim Rejections - 35 USC §112

1. The following is a quotation of the second paragraph of 35 U.S.C. 112:

The specrfication shall conclude with one or more claims particularly pointing out and distinctly

claiming the subject matter which the applicant regards as his invention.

2. Claims 18 and 20 are rejected under 35 U.S.C. 112, second paragraph, as being

indefinite for failing to particularly point out and distinctly claim the subject matter which

applicant regards as the invention.

In claim 18, it is unclear whether or not the "network prefix" (line 5) is the same

as the "domain address of the packet" (lines 7-8 and 9).

Claim 20 recites the limitation "the secondary address database" in line 6. There

is insufficient antecedent basis for this limitation in the claim.

Claim Rejections - 35 USC § 103

3. The following is a quotation of 35 U.S.C. 1 03(a) which forms the basis for all

obviousness rejections set forth in this Office action:

(a) A patent may not be obtained though the invention is not identically disclosed or described as set

forth in section 1 02 of this title, if the differences between the subject matter sought to be patented and

the prior art are such that the subject matter as a whole would have been obvious at the time the

invention was made to a person having ordinary skill in the art to which said subject matter pertains.

Patentability shall not be negatived by the manner in which the invention was made.

4. Claims 1-3, 8-11 and 15-17 are rejected under 35 U.S.C. 103(a) as being

unpatentable over U.S. Patent No. 6,351,467 to Dillon in view of U.S. Patent No.

5,473,609 to Chaney.

Referring to claim 1 , Dillon discloses in Figure 2 a method for addressing IP

packets having IP format address (IP multicast address) information, in a CA capable

television network, the method comprising the steps of:
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Selecting (using conditional access system 25) a CA code, using said IP format

address (IP multicast address) or a portion thereof as search criteria. Each channel in

the network is assigned an IP multicast address and conditional access system 25 uses

keys to encrypt the data packets from each channel, "wherein the keys used to encrypt

one channel's multicast addresses are different from the keys used to encrypt other

channel's multicast addresses". Refer to Column 17, lines 1-11 and Column 21, lines

10-14.

Encoding at least a portion of said packet using said CA code to produce a CA

encoded data. Refer to Column 15, lines 53-62.

Dillon does not disclose that the CA codes are located in a database. However,

Dillon discloses that the conditional access system 25 uses a set of keys to encrypt

packets from various channels, wherein each channel is assigned a different multicast

address and a different key. Refer to Column 15, lines 53-62. Therefore, it would have

been obvious to one of ordinary skill in the art at the time the invention was made to

include that the CA codes are located in a database, the motivation being that since

there are multiple CA codes and channels, there needs to be some sort of memory to

store which CA codes con-espond to which channel.

Dillon also does not disclose that the data portion of the packet is encoded using

. the CA code. However, Chaney discloses in Figure 3 a packet format for use in a

conditional access system, wherein a CF and CS fields indicate whether or not a

payload is scrambled and what key to use to unscramble the payload. Refer to Column

4, lines 45-53. Therefore, it would have been obvious to one of ordinary skill in the art
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at the time the invention was made to include that the data portion of the packet, in

addition to the multicast address, is encoded using the CA code, the motivation being in

order to provide further security.

Referring to claim 2, Dillon discloses in Figure 2 the step of transforming (using

package receiver 56) said CA encoded data to a format suitable for digital television

transmission (to context viewer 58). Refer to Column 16, lines 4-18 and Column 18,

line 61 to Column 19, line 28.

Referring to claim 3, Dillon discloses the step of transmitting said CA encoded

data via a television distribution network. Refer to Column 16, lines 4-18.

Referring to claims 8 and 15, Dillon discloses the step of embedding at least a

portion of said IP address (IP multicast address) into said CA encoded data. The

conditional access system 25 encrypts a channel's IP multicast address using a key, so

the IP multicast address is embedded into the CA encoded data in an encoded form.

Refer to Column 21 , lines 10-14.

Referring to claims 9 and 16, Dillon discloses that said at least portion of IP

address (IP multicast address) is encoded in said CA encoded data. The conditional

access system 25 encrypts a channel's IP multicast address using a key. Refer to

Column 21, lines 10-14.

Referring to claims 10 and 17, Dillon discloses that said IP packets represent a

multicast stream. Multicast network 24 performs multicasting. Refer to Column 8, line

63 to Column 9, line 15.
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Referring to claim 1 1 , Dillon discloses in Figure 2 a method of integrating of a

television based network with an IP network, the method comprising the steps of:

Receiving packets from an IP network (Internet 14), said packets having IP

address information (IP multicast address) embedded therein. Refer to Column 8, lines

11-25.

Selecting (using conditional access system 25) a conditional access (CA) code,

using said IP format address (IP multicast address) or a portion thereof as search

criteria. Refer to Column 17, lines 1-11 and Column 21, lines 10-14.

Encoding at least a portion of said packet using said CA code to produce a CA

encoded data. Refer to Column 15, lines 53-62.

Transmitting the CA encoded data via a television distribution network for

reception by a set-top box (receiver 26) adapted to decode said CA encoded data.

Refer to Column 15, lines 53-62 and Column 16, lines 4-27.

Dillon does not disclose that the CA codes are located in a database. Refer to

the rejection of claim 1

.

Dillon also does disclose that the data portion of the packet is encoded using the

CA code. Refer to the rejection of claim 1

.

5. Claims 4-6 and 12-14 are rejected under 35 U.S.C. 103(a) as being unpatentable

over U.S. Patent No. 6,351 ,467 to Dillon in view of U.S. Patent No. 5,473,609,to

Chaney, and in further view of U.S. Patent No. 6,418,476 to Luciani.

Referring to claims 4 and 12, Dillon and Chaney do not disclose the step of

translating said IP address or a portion thereof into a private address.
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Luciani discloses in Figure 1 that a Network Address Translator NAT can

translate between the network addresses for internal traffic within one routing domain A-

D and the network addresses for external traffic within another routing domain A-D,

using local IP addresses for internal transmissions and globally unique IP addresses for

external transmissions. NAT acts to convert the destination addresses of incoming

packets and source addresses of outgoing packets so that traffic is directed to the

correct address. Refer to Column 2, lines 32-67. Therefore, it would have been

obvious to one of ordinary skill in the art at the time the invention was made to include

the step of translating said IP address or a portion thereof into a private address, the

motivation being in order to connect a small private network such as a LAN to the public

Internet while conserving the number of global IP addresses that the LAN needs and to

provide security since incoming and outgoing packets must go through address

translation.

Referring to claims 5 and 13, Dillon, Chaney and Luciani disclose the step of

embedding at least a portion of said private address in said CA encoded data. The

conditional access system 25 encrypts a channel's IP multicast address using a key.

Since the IP multicast address is translated into a private address, the private address

is embedded into the CA encoded data in an encoded form. Refer to Column 21 , lines

10-14.

Referring to claims 6 and 14, Dillon, Chaney and Luciani disclose that said at

least portion of private address is embedded into said CA encoded data in an encoded

format. The conditional access system 25 encrypts a channel's IP multicast address
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using a l<ey. Since the IP multicast address is translated into a private address, the

private address is embedded into the CA encoded data in an encoded form. Refer to

Column 21, lines 10-14.

6. Claims 7,18,19 and 22 are rejected under 35 U.S.C. 1 03(a) as being

unpatentable over U.S. Patent No. 6,351,467 to Dillon in view of U.S. Patent No.

5,473,609 to Chaney, and in further view of U.S. Patent No. 6,327,267 to Valentine et

al.

Referring to claim 7, Dillon and Chaney do not disclose that said portion of IP

address is the network prefix of said IP address.

Valentine et al disclose in Figure 2 that IP addresses include a Network Identifier

(NET_ID) that identifies a TCP/IP subnetwork connected to the Internet and is used for

high-level routing between networks. Refer to Column 7, lines 10-17. Therefore, it

would have been obvious to one of ordinary skill in the art at the time the invention was

made to include that said portion of IP address is the network prefix of said IP address,

the motivation being that the network prefix distinguishes between different subnetworks

of a larger network, thereby allowing all nodes of the same subnetwork to be scrambled

according to the same CA code which reduces the complexity of the system.

Referring to claim 18, Dillon discloses in Figure 2 an arrangement for adapting

packets received from a service in a computer network (Internet 14) to further

broadcasting in a broadcast network system. The arrangement comprises:

Scrambler keys (CA keys) each linked to at least IP multicast address. Refer to

Column 17, lines 1-11 and Column 21, lines 10-14.
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Means (conditional access system 25) for scrambling each packet with a

scrambler key (CA key) on the basis of the IP multicast address of the packet. Refer to

Column 17, lines 1-11 and Column 21, lines 10-14.

Wherein the IP multicast address of the packet received from the computer

network (Internet 14) determines the scrambling key (CA key) applied to the packet.

Refer to Column 17, lines 1-11 and Column 21, lines 10-14.

Dillon does not disclose a scrambler key database storing a plurality of scrambler

keys. Refer to the rejection of claim 1

.

Dillon also does not disclose that each of the scrambler keys is linked to a

network prefix. Refer to the rejection of claim 7.

Dillon also does not disclose that the scrambling key is applied to the payload of

the packet. Refer to the rejection of claim 1

.

Referring to claim 19, Dillon discloses that scrambling is a step of a conditional

access system (conditional access system 25), wherein conditional access subsystems

(package receivers 56) in the receivers (receivers 26) are able to descramble packets

only when authorized to do so. Refer to Column 15, lines 53-62 and Column 16, lines

45-48.

Referring to claim 22, Dillon does not disclose that a local part of the address of

the packet received from the computer network remains, wherein a receiver is able to

route the packet received from the broadcast network further towards equipment

provided with said local address.
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Valentine et al disclose in Figure 2 that IP packets include a local part of an

address, a Host Identifier (HOSTJD), which indicates a specific host within a

subnetwork. When the destination router receives a packet, it uses the local address

HOST_ID to direct the packet towards the correct host on the network. Refer to Column

7, lines 17-18 and lines 35-42. Therefore, it would have been obvious to one of ordinary

skill in the art at the time the invention was made to include that a local part of the

address of the packet received from the computer network remains, wherein a receiver

is able to route the packet received from the broadcast network further towards

equipment provided with said local address, the motivation being that since all nodes of

a subnetwork share the same network prefix, the local address provides a way to

distinguish between the nodes of the subnetwork.

7. Claims 20 and 21 are rejected under 35 U.S.C. 103(a) as being unpatentable

over U.S. Patent No. 6,351,467 to Dillon in view of U.S. Patent No. 5,473,609 to

Chaney, in view of U.S. Patent No. 6,327,267 to Valentine et al, and in further view of

U.S. Patent No. 6,418,476 to Luciani.

Referring to claim 20, Dillon, Chaney and Valentine et al do not disclose that the

arrangement further comprises an address database storing a plurality of intra-system

addresses, each linked to at least one network prefix and means for replacing the

network prefix of each packet with the intra-system address fetched from the address

database on the basis of the domain address of the packet.

Luciani disclose an address database (NAT table) storing a plurality of intra-

system addresses (local IP addresses), each linked to at least one network prefix
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(globally unique IP address) and means for replacing the network prefix (globally unique

IP address) of each packet with the Intra-system address (local IP address) fetched

from the address database (NAT table) on the basis of the domain address (globally

unique IP address) of the packet. For example, router 140 exchanges the globally

unique IP address specified in the destination IP address field of the datagram to a local

IP address associated with host 1 1 1 before forwarding the datagram to host 111,

according to a NAT table which comprises pairs of local IP addresses and assigned

globally unique IP addresses. Refer to Column 2, lines 32-39 and Column 3, lines 1-51.

Therefore, it would have been obvious to one of ordinary skill in the art at the time the

invention was made to include an address database storing a plurality of intra-system

addresses, each linked to at least one network prefix and means for replacing the

network prefix of each packet with the intra-system address fetched from the address

database on the basis of the domain address of the packet, the motivation being so that

address translation can be performed on packets destined for an Intranet from the

Internet, thereby providing network security and saving IP addresses.

Referring to claim 21 ,
Dillon, Chaney and Valentine et al do not disclose an intra-

system address is common to a group of receivers.

Luciani discloses in Figure 1 different domains A-D supporting various hosts 111,

112, 121, 122 and 171. Intra-system addresses (local IP addresses) assigned to

receivers (hosts) in one routing domain may be reused by receivers (hosts) in another

routing domain. Therefore, it would have been obvious to one of ordinary skill in the art

at the time the invention was made to include an intra-system address is common to a
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group of receivers, the motivation being in order to avoid IP address depletion in the

Internet. Refer to Column 2, lines 40-60.

Conclusion

8. Any inquiry concerning this communication or earlier communications from the

examiner should be directed to Christine Ng whose telephone number is (571 ) 272-

3124. The examiner can normally be reached on M-F; 8:00 am - 5:00 pm.

If attempts to reach the examiner by telephone are unsuccessful, the examiner's

supervisor, Ricky Ngo can be reached on (571 ) 272-3139. The fax phone number for

the organization where this application or proceeding is assigned is 703-872-9306.

Information regarding the status of an application may be obtained from the

Patent Application Information Retrieval (PAIR) system. Status information for

published applications may be obtained from either Private PAIR or Public PAIR.

Status information for unpublished applications Is available through Private PAIR only.

For more information about the PAIR system, see http://pair-dlrect.uspto.gov. Should

you have questions on access to the Private PAIR system, contact the Electronic

Business Center (EBC) at 866-217-9197 (toll-free).

C.Ng
March 1 , 2005


